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## BOOKS RECEIVED

### ACCIDENTS


### ADMINISTRATION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE


### ADMINISTRATIVE LAW


### ATTORNEYS

See Biography.

### BANKS AND BANKING


### BIOGRAPHY


### CRIMINAL LAW


### CRIMINAL PROCEDURE


### CRIMINOLOGY


### DAMAGES


### DOMESTIC RELATIONS

**ELECTRICITY**
See Public Utilities.

**ENVIRONMENTAL LAW**


**EQUITY**


**FOREIGN RELATIONS**


**FREEDOM OF SPEECH**


**HEALTH**
See International Law.

**HEALTH PROFESSIONS**


**HUMAN RIGHTS**


**INDUSTRIAL ARBITRATION**


**INJUNCTIONS**

See Equity.

**INSANITY**


**INTERNATIONAL LAW**

See also Environmental Law.


**JURISPRUDENCE**


**LANGUAGE**


**LEGAL EDUCATION**


**LEGAL HISTORY**

Cannibalism and the Common Law: The Story of the Tragic Last Voyage of the Mignonette and the Strange Legal Proceedings to Which It Gave Rise. By A.W. Brian Simpson. Chicago: Univer-


LEGISLATION


NARCOTICS


PENAL CODE


PENSIONS


PHILOSOPHY

See also Jurisprudence.


PRODUCTS LIABILITY


PSYCHIATRY


PUBLIC UTILITIES


PUBLIC UTILITIES


PSYCHIATRY


PUBLIC UTILITIES


RADIO AND TELEVISION

See Freedom of Speech.

SAFETY LAWS


SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS


SENTENCING

See Criminal Procedure.

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE

See Equity.

STATISTICS


TAXATION


UNIONS